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VAL DI FIEMME SUPER BUSY NEXT JANUARY
NORDIC SKI FIEMME OC RENEWED

Italy’s Val di Fiemme hosts FIS Tour de Ski finals in less than a month 
NC World Cup scheduled the very last week-end of January
Nordic Ski Fiemme OC elects new president and counsellors
Plans and ideas for the years to come


Italy’s Val di Fiemme gets ready for a super busy time next month with two huge World Cup events taking place amongst the Dolomites. In less than a month, on Saturday 10 and Sunday 11 January, the XC Stadium in Lago di Tesero and the terrific Final Climb on the Alpe Cermis will house the FIS Tour de Ski eventual stages, at the end of which two new TdS champions will be crowned. Norwegians were absolute protagonists last January, both podiums were coloured in red and blue from the first to the last step, the challenge along the final uphill will be between them and the rest of the world next month, that’s guaranteed. After three weeks, the Nordic Combined World Cup will fire up both ski jumping and cross country arenas in Val di Fiemme as the alpine valley will host a Team Sprint race (HS 134/2x7,5k) on Saturday 31 January followed by a Gundersen LH event (HS 134/10k) the day after.
From an organisational point of view, the Nordic Ski Fiemme Organising Committee will once again sit behind the wheel as it has been for the past 25 years. In 1991, Val di Fiemme housed the first ever Nordic World Ski Championships of its history, the second was in 2003 and the third was in 2013, followed by an Under23&Junior WCh last winter along with the Winter Universiade. 
Last Tuesday, the renewed OC was officially unveiled in Val di Fiemme with new President Bruno Felicetti who first of all thanked former President Pietro De Godenz and introduced Vice President and volunteers’ coordinator Mauro Dezulian, General Secretary and Sport coordinator Cristina Bellante plus remaining counsellors Silvano Seber, Paola Dal Sasso, Alice Varesco and Luca Zanon.
Together with the events already scheduled in the near future – Italy’s Val di Fiemme will be also hosting the Roller Ski World Championships from 24 to 27 September 2015 – some plans for the distant future were unveiled during the OC presentation a few days ago. The FIS Tour de Ski finals have been confirmed until 2019 and the NC World Cup will also have an Italian leg until 2016 for sure. The OC of Val di Fiemme would like to host some Ski Jumping World Cup events in the Italian valley too, plus the fourth time of the World Championships in 2025 or 2027. If that happens, Val di Fiemme would become the only place in the world to host four World Champs in just 35 years or so. 
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com 




